
Method

You can see good results dyeing eggs with food colouring but to be honest, we used up all the food colouring  
in our house tie-dyeing t-shirts recently, so this year we had to improvise and try natural dyes instead. 
Luckily, our garden and the pantry provided some great options! But of course it was not all smooth sailing 
so �nd out what we did!

1. Boil your eggs
Boil your eggs for 5-10 minutes so they are hard boiled.  
We used the lightest brown eggs from our chooks, as we 
could. The lighter the egg shell is, the better it will absorb 
the dye. Although, apparently, the less fresh the eggs are, 
the better the dye will absorb also.

2. Make up your natural dye mixtures
 We started by having a chat about what we could use, what 
we had and what food we could spare from the pantry and 
fridge. We decided not to use blueberries because we would 
rather snack on them while we worked! 
Chop the cabbage, parsley and onion skins up as small as 
possible. 
We used about one cup of chopped parsley, onion skins and 
cabbage and a couple of spoonful of 
turmeric powder and  ground co�ee. 
Once chopped, place each ingredient in a separate jar or 
glass.
Add one cup of water and one tablespoon of vinegar to each 
jar or glass and then place your hard boiled eggs in each 
mixture. If you are going to make patterns on your eggs, do 
this before you place them in the dye mixtures.

3. Leave your eggs in the dyes overnight
To get the deepest and richest colours, we suggest that you 
leave the  boiled eggs in the di�erent dye solutions over 
night. Bonus of this exploration - you can eat the eggs the 
next day!

A T  H O M EDyeing easter eggs with natural dyes

We collected

Parsley
Red cabbage

Co�ee (used ground co�ee)
Onion (onion scraps)

Turmeric (powdered)

Eggs

Vinegar

Jars or glasses

Water

Measuring cup

Knife and chopping board
Elastic bands for patterns

Pot to pre-boil eggs

In addition you’ll need

The choice of colours really depend on what 
produce you have in your cupboard and garden. 
We had LOTS of parsley, but decided to leave 
the flowers for our bees. 



Di�erent ingredients: We tried used, ground co�ee rather than fresh co�ee but it didn’t give us good results. 
Your egg will need a strong cup of co�ee – just like your parents in the morning! 
Blueberries, red onion and beetroot all give good results as well, but we didn’t have those at home. 

Create patterns: We put tape and elastic bands around our eggs to try and create patterns on the shells. 
Sometimes it worked and sometimes it didn’t! Maybe you will �nd other inspiration to create patterns in 
nature?

Observations, conclusions, ideas

Natural dyes are still used all over the world. Sometimes the dyes are intuative. Blueberries give you a lovely 
blue colour and turmeric makes a great yellow (as anyone who has spilt curry on themselves can attest to.) 
BUT have a think about the non obvious options, what colour will onion make and what happens if we leave 
the skin on?
Tip: The colour can change to a deeper hue the longer we leave the eggs in the dye mixture. Why?

What’s the STEM?

We switched from natural dyes to using ice pops in the end 
as the natural dyes didn’t work as well as we would have 
liked. You might get better results. Let us know how you 
get on. You can read more about this further down the 
page.  

!

Using ice pops as dye: Our choice of ice pops was limited. Nobody in our house really likes the cola flavoured 
ones so using this colour was a good choice! We also realised that if we used narrow glasses we didn’t need to 
dilute the ice pop! The pink, purple, orange and green ice pops worked the best.  The pale blue not so well. 
What works for you? 

You can use the dye over and over again to dye more eggs with di�erent patterns and 
you can always use your le�-over solutions to tie dye some T shirts. If you do use red 
cabbage, save the red cabbage juice.  There are some wonderful experiments you can 
do with it – go and explore and share your experiences with us at Little Scientists! 

Extended learning

A T  H O M E

Happy
Easter!

This time we used elastic band to add a 
pattern which we were very pleased with. 
We suggest you cut the elastic bands o� 
the eggs instead of pulling them o� a�er 
dyeing because they can scrap the shells 
and thus ruin your beautiful pattern.

So we went back to the drawing board and started again. We started 
by asking each other what other things stain clothes? We came up with 
grass stains and ice pops.
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